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Dear Members and Friends ...by Becky Etzler, Executive Director
Let the bells ring and give a hardy hurray! It is time to celebrate a new year. For Riverside
Nature Center this New Year is extra special. 2017 marks an anniversary. It was 25 years
ago that the property on which we stand was purchased.
Susan Sander, founder and naturalist extraordinaire, had a vision and mission that was
contagious. The Hill Country’s natural resources and native species (furred, feathered
and flowered) were worthy of preserving and conserving. Scores of enthusiastic
volunteers joined the effort and began the transformation of the property. The original
homestead was grossly overgrown with a multitude of non-native species; Chinaberry,
Becky Etzler
Japanese ligustrum, Johnson grass, Bermuda grass and Japanese honeysuckle. Even
today you may find a few vestiges of these invaders. Nature is tenacious and a teacher of patience.
The years past were filled with milestones:
1993-94 the arboretum was planted through a grant from
the Texas Forest Service,
1994-95 the Lawson Store was donated, which served as
an education center and administrative space.
1996  the Pavilion was constructed.
1997  the Nature Lab was constructed.
1998  3rd parcel of land was purchased.
1999  the Visitors Center was built.
2000 the Promise sculpture by Dean Smith was donated.
2012 Meadow restoration project initiated.
2013  renovation of the Visitors Center to include the
atrium and office space
2010  deer fencing and rainwater harvesting
system installed
2015  the Carroll Abbott garden was dedicated.
2014-16  Riverscape was constructed.
2016-17 renovation of the Nature Lab

1992 house

1992 property

The property has undergone a herculean transformation since its purchase, for which we can and should
be proud. However, this is no time to rest on our
laurels. There’s a phrase I use often with visitors, “it
takes a lot of work to keep it natural.” This may sound
glib but it is true. Riverside Nature Center has become
a natural oasis in Kerrville and as its steward it is our responsibility to maintain it in a manner that future
generations may benefit.
Throughout this new year, we will be celebrating RNC’s growth and journey but we will also be encouraging you,
RNC’s stewards, to look to the future and to engage in our efforts to maintain, refresh and expand.
Until next time… Becky
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830 257-4837

www.riversidenaturecenter.org
RNC.Kerrville@gmail.com

JANUARY 2017 RNC Upcoming Events/Programs
Tuesday, January 10, 2017
Brown Bag Lunch & Learn
11:30 a.m.-12:45 p.m.

Environmental Changes & Exotic
Species: Impacts on Native Fauna &
Flora with Bob Howells
Tuesday, January 17, 2017
5 – 8 p.m.

Plateau Land Management
Tax Valuation
Thursday, January 19, 2017
Urban Wildlife Workshop:

Habits & Habitats

8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
See page 11 for details

Town Creek Clean Up
Saturday, January 21, 2017
1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Meet in the Riverside Nature
Center Parking lot
Details on page 7
Saturday, January 21, 2017
Bird Walks & Talks
8 – 9:30 a.m.
Meet Paul & Deloris Sellin in front of
the nature center to sight and hear the
feathered friends. Free Fun for all ages.
Saturdays, February 4, February 11,
February 18, 2017
Wildlife Tax Valuation Workshop
series presented by Riverside Nature
Center and Texas Parks and Wildlife.

THANK YOU , DONORS - November 25 to December 22, 2016
(Does not include renewals)

Clarence Reed
Antoinette Hamilton
Judy &Warren Ferguson
Angela & Hank Santagata
Julie Clay
Karen & Mike Burkett
Bob Barton

Ron K. Stoepel - Ken Stoepel
Ford

Janet & Kent McKinney

Melissa Pilcher

William Jack McAuliff

Martha & E.J. Wallen

Bobbin Phelps-Gredell

Tara & Nate Smith

Laurie & Andy Pesez
Janet Laine
Catherine Henry

Kav & Rick Harter
Bonnie Arnold - Hill Country
Community Journal

June & Samuel Begeman

New Member: Elsie Dotson
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Who’s
been
here?

By Susan
Sander, RNC
naturalist

If you wonder “what did this land look like before settlement,” you will hear a variety of stories and tall tales.
Earliest written records are meager and only go back to
the mid-1700s. Truth is, what we see today outside our
window is a mix of ancient plus everything that has
happened in between our moving in, including the
vagaries of Nature. It’s quite a story.

earlier bigger dinosaurs (115 million years ago) or the
fossil marine snails and clams (that actually make up our
limestone).

Take water. The lifeblood of all the plants and animals
has been recycling for billions of years. The limestone
that thwarts our gardening efforts was being layered
under an ancient sea 120 to 65 million years ago. The
soil is a more recent story; the most ancient has long
eroded away. The land under the Riverside Nature
Center is the result of past flood events that built up
over time. An inch of the nice stuff may be 500+ years
in the making as bedrock crumbled, leaves dropped and
decayed, and insects processed it all into something we
can recognize as soil. There was a lot of prep that allows
us to live here today.

Several years ago I found something charcoal-like stuck
among the fossil mussel bed by Dietert Center. Aided by
geologist Susan Longacre we carefully dug it up –
carbonized plant material that dates back millions of
years! Probably was dinosaur food. (It’s on display at
RNC.)

Our current exhibit, FOOTPRINTS – Change over Time
explores the changes, not only of the inhabitants but
how they shaped the landscape we see today. Herbivores shape plant communities and their populations
are shaped by the predators/hunters. Many of our
native animals such as white-tailed deer, striped skunk,
mountain lion, bobcat, coyote, bald eagle and even the
rattlesnake have been here since the Ice Age! Over the
last 17,000 years the footprints have gotten smaller (a
mammoth’s footprint was 2 feet!) but the ecological
But most of us think in people-time. The first families
footprint of bison and now deer are still shaping the
came by wagons in the mid-1800s to settle the seeming- plant community. Human land-use also had a hand in
what we see today. The Native Americans used fire to
ly wild and untamed landscape, but they weren’t the
very first. Even before the Comanche they encountered favor grassland “pastures” for roaming bison herds and
their horses. Early settlers logged trees for a wide range
there were Paleo-Indians who roamed the valleys following food sources; their rock-ovens are scattered
of needs (a simple log cabin used at least 32- eight inch
along the terraces of the Guadalupe River that date back trees, not to mention wood for fuel and heat).
10,000 years.
Today we can easily see the hand of man with roads and
But what was it like before that? Caves in the area
fences plus introduced animals and plants from other
reveal layers of pollen, seeds and bones that shed some parts of the planet (from house cats to axis to Chinese
light on the creatures that once reigned in no-man’s
pistache). Nature is also shifting as new birds moved up
land (and the climate of the time). Many were giants!
from the Rio Grande Valley (white-winged dove). What
Ranchers still find bits and pieces of mammoth bones
will this area look like in another 100 years? Hard to
and tusks (one fossilized tusk sits in the basement at
tell, but those curious folks might have more written
Schreiner University) even mastodon teeth and skulls of
clues and photographs to provide a starting point in the
ancient bison. But the river bed itself reveals even
future.
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Expanding and Enhancing the Experience

Riverside Nature Center serves many different people for many different reasons. We are a destination
spot for tourists. We are an outdoor classroom for students. We are a resource center for landowners.
We are a design template for native plant enthusiasts. We are a subject for photographers and artists,
and we are a quiet place for contemplation.
Though we provide a friendly and educational experience for all those mentioned above, there are
others who are not able to truly take advantage of all we offer. Community members and visitors who
lack the ability to traverse the crushed granite pathways or who find the porches difficult to maneuver
find their adventure at RNC limited.
We have set out to remedy this dilemma. Peter Lewis put pen to paper and developed a backyard patio
design which will allow low mobility visitors an opportunity for a more intimate interaction with the
meadow and bird viewing area. The decision was also made to replace the present porch decking with a
similar recycled material but one which has a flat profile. This will greatly improve the ability to maneuver the porches with wheel chairs, walkers and other mobility assistance devices.
The expansion and porch renovation will be costly, but thanks to the support and a generous $30,000
grant from the Perry & Ruby Stevens Foundation this project idea will become a reality. Riverside Nature
Center will now be accessible to everyone.

A daily dose of nature can cure much that ails us.
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2017 KISD 4th Grade Days
Riverside Nature Center’s growth over the past 25 years
is most recognizable by the change in height and width
of the trees inhabiting the arboretum. What may not be
so obvious is the growth of our environmental education
program.
In the beginning, Susan Sander would travel from school
to school with her trunk and back seat loaded with
props, posters and papers. Now the schools come to us

by the bus load. The largest and most comprehensive
school program RNC hosts is the annual KISD 4th Grade
Days.
Over four days in the spring, approximately four
hundred 4th graders experience a full day of ecology.
They learn about wildflowers and butterflies, composting and soil organisms, ground and surface water,
the food chain, soils and seeds, and wildlife habitats.
It
is a full day with many hands-on activities. The students
have repeatedly stated they learn so much being outside
and physically engaged.
You may be thinking it’s rather early to be talking about a
spring event. Not so. This program takes quite a bit of
planning and organization. It also takes A LOT of VOLUNTEERS to make it a success. Volunteers serve as instructors
and assistants, group guides/leaders, time keepers, trail
monitors, station set up and clean up. On average, 50 vol-

unteers are needed each year.
Are you passionate about the environment? Do you
like igniting that spark in a child? Perhaps this is an
event you could show off your talents.
The dates this year are May 15, 16, 18 & 19. You do
not need to be available for all 4 days but that does
makes things a bit easier. If you are interested or want
more information contact Becky by phone or email:
(830) 257-4837 or director@riversidenaturecenter.org
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Thank you to all of our generous friends who
have loaned us items for the Footprints
exhibit
 Wayne O’Bryant
of 5-Points
Antiques

HCAA

Schreiner University

Kerr County Historical
Commission

Becky Etzler

Larry Welty
Barbara Oates
Susan Sander
Darrin Potter - The
Copper Cactus

Donated Mountain mahogany

Cercocarpus montana

Special Thanks to HCMN naturalist, NPSOT
in Fredericksburg, and RNC member Ward
Miller for the new Mountain Mahogany
Cercocarpus montana. Watch for the
coming leaf buds. It is planted near the
NPSOT demo gardens.
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Liz Ross
Steve Stoutamire
John & Barbara Quinby
Mike Bowlin

Linda Stone

Hello Town Creek Clean Up Team Volunteers! - From Tara Bushnoe, UGRA
Once you are on her list, Anna will send out a reminder email about 1 week before the event, but I
encourage you to put it on your calendar
now. Please feel free to pass this email on to anyone who may be interested. This is a great project for anyone needing volunteer hours or for
those who have a few hours to spare and would
like to participate in a project to improve our community.

When you last heard from
Tim Lewis regarding this project, he mentioned he would
be ending his role as the project coordinator and at that
time we did not have a replacement.
During the last month, Anna Diemoz has volunteered to take on the coordinator role and continue the routine clean ups. Anna is reached by her
email address: annamdiemoz@gmail.com you
can receive future communications about the
Town Creek Clean Up directly from her.

The UGRA Board recently honored Tim Lewis
with a special recognition award for his contribution to water quality in Kerr County through the
Town Creek Clean Up Team. Over the four
years, Tim skillfully coordinated 194 volunteers
and recorded 3,024 pounds of trash collected;
although the actual total was much more because
trash totals were not recorded at every event.
Thank you all for your contributions to this success and let’s keep this excellent project going!

Please see the details below regarding the next
Town Creek Clean Up and contact Anna if you
plan to attend so she can prepare adequate supplies.
Saturday, January 21, 2017
1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Meet in the Riverside Nature Center Parking lot

It’s Time to Paint

We will be scheduling a painting day(s) in the next
few weeks. If you would like to volunteer to help
us paint, please contact Becky at
director@riversidenature center.org.org
or 257-4837.

The education rooms in the Visitors Center see quite a bit of action. They serve not only as classrooms for school tours but as
meeting rooms for various community based organizations, lecture halls for adult
programs, rental space for anniversaries, birthdays, family reunions and wedding receptions.
They even serve as exhibit preparation/staging
space. The education rooms also house our lending library and showcase the extraordinary artwork
of various artists.

Donations would be greatly appreciated and are
needed for:








Purchase of 5 gallons of paint
Painter’s tape
Semi smooth surface rollers
Paint brushes for cutting in trim and ceiling
Drop cloths
Paint trays

As you can see these rooms get a lot of public exposure. It is in our best interest to keep them look- While we’re sprucing up the walls it would be a
ing fresh and inviting. Currently they are in need of shame to not adorn the floor with a new rug or
a little TLC. A fresh coat of paint would really make
two and how about a hand held vacuum to keep
them shine.
our upholstered chairs looking neat and tidy.
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Environmental Changes & Exotic Species: Impacts on Native Fauna & Flora
Brown Bag Lunch & Learn presenter Bob Howells
Tuesday, January 10, 2017
11:30 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
It is widely recognized that humans have dramatically influenced the environment by their activities.
And, unfortunately, many of those impacts have been profoundly negative to native plants and animals, the ecosystem itself, and ultimately to people as well. Exotic species of plants and animals are
also recognized as often having undesirable impacts on both living and non-living elements of our environment. Indeed, some human environmental modifications have actually benefited harmful exotic
species and contributed to increasing their harmful effects.
This presentation covers selected examples of environmental changes and subsequent influences on
both native and exotic plants and animals, and on us. Examples include giant freshwater prawns 18
inches long that once migrated up
the Guadalupe River and supported a commercial fishery in coastal
bays.
But, dam construction has blocked
upstream access in virtually all major rivers in Texas and few are now
encountered at upriver sites now.
In another case, exotic Elephantear plants that are widely
sold for garden culture have invaded riparian areas of some Texas
waters and have helped contribute
to the extinction of San Marcos
Gambusia (previously found
nowhere else in the world) that
utilized shallow, streamside habitats now dominated by this plant.
Sadly, there are many more
examples.
BIO – Robert G. Howells
Bob Howells is a retired fishery biologist and aquatic ecologist. He previously worked on the staff of the Cleveland Museum of Natural History and did environmental research with Ichthyhological Associates, Inc., an environmental consulting firm. Bob came to Kerrville in the early 1980s to do aquatic research at Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department’s Heart of the Hills Fishery Science Center. Primary areas of interest have included exotic
fishes, shellfishes, and aquatic plants and freshwater mussels (major barometers of environmental quality).
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What you may see this month at RNC - January 2017
By Martha Miesch

Photos by Marilyn Knight

We love the blazes of color our wildflowers present but we are becoming infatuated
with the colors of winter by the changes our arboretum is displaying.
A common misconception is that once the wildflowers stop blooming there is little or
no color to enjoy at Riverside Nature Center. One look at the photographs taken in
December by Marilyn Knight and this misconception is quickly remedied. Many of
the trees and shrubs produce an abundance of color. I’ll even bet you will be looking
at the landscape along the roadways and in your own yard with a new appreciation.
Why do the leaves change color in the fall and early winter? There are several factors that play a role but the main catalyst is energy storage. It takes a lot of energy
to produce chlorophyll which gives leaves their green color. When the days become
shorter and the nights longer and the temperatures begin to lower, the production of
chlorophyll decreases. This decrease unmasks the other pigments, carotenoids
(the orange pigments) and xanthophylls (yellow pigments). Sugars that are trapped
in the leaves at this time may produce red or purple pigments called anthocyanins.
Like chlorophyll, the other pigments eventually break down in light or when they are
frozen. The only pigments that remain are tannins, which are brown.

Uvade Big-Tooth maple

Take a look at the Rusty blackhaw to see colorful winter foliage. It thrives in woodlands, fencerows, and ponds. Besides attracting birds and deer, bees love the white
blooms in the spring. A healthy specimen grows in the Carroll Abbott garden.
Big Tooth maple is a favorite with brilliant fall foliage. It grows in steep canyons and
stream banks. Deer and birds love it, and the specimens at RNC thrive on banks and
slopes.

Rusty blackhaw

Bois d’Arc is a fascinating tree because of its large green fruit that becomes yellow in
the fall and
attracts squirrels in the
spring. We
know squirrels enjoy the
RNC grounds
because we
see them
Western soapberry
Cedar elm
scurrying
Bois d’Arc Maclura pomifera
about. The
leaves at the
end of the year are colorful. Look for a great specimen in
front of the Lawson Store.
If you want to spot other colorful winter foliage, look for
the leaves of Cedar elm, Western soapberry, Flame Leaf
sumac, and Spanish oak at RNC.
Flame Leaf sumac

Spanish oak
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830 257-4837 www.riversidenaturecenter.org
RNC.Kerrville@gmail.com

Urban Wildlife: Habits & Habitats
January 19, 2017 - 8 am-5 pm
Riverside Nature Center
150 Francisco Lemos St.
Kerrville, TX 78028
(830) 257-4837
www.riversidenaturecenter.org
Topics presented:
8 hours of CEU credits for Animal
 Urban Wildlife Issues
Control Officers
 Ticks and Other Dangerous Insects
8 hours of AT for Texas Master
 Bats—Habits and Habitats
Naturalists
 Rabies
 Encountering Animals along the River
Early bird Registration: $40.00 (Lunch
 Chagas Disease
and snacks Included) deadline Jan. 10th
 Wildlife Rescue
After January 10, 2017: $45.00
 Encounters with Snakes and Safety
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Support RNC
DONATE NOW!
http://riversidenaturecenter.org/
index/about-rnc/donate/generaldonation-form/

What is a Riverside Nature Center?
Located at the confluence of the Guadalupe River
and Town Creek in the Hill Country town of
Kerrville —2010 population, 22,347— Riverside
Nature Center is a 501[c][3] nonprofit
organization, owned by its members and primarily
operated by volunteers.
Our mission is to foster greater public awareness
and appreciation of the Texas Hill Country’s
natural resources through education, information,
and by example. We provide quality educational
experiences for the community’s children, adults
and families; and we serve as a resource center for
the community on native plants and nature related
information.

RNC OFFICERS:
Peter Lewis - President
Rick Ertel - Past President
Barbara Oates - Vice President
Judy Ferguson - Secretary
Kris Bobbitt - Treasurer
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Board Members:
Tara Bushnoe
Valeska Danielak
Frank Dunlap

Wynn Kilgore
Malcolm Matthews
Liz Ross
Peggy Thompson

